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The statistical evaporation model is applicable to particle emission from dynam-
ical systems if the dynamic trajectory of the system is close to the quasistatic
path. In this report we show that the one-body dissipation trajectories of the
6ONi+l0OMo system at energies about 10 MeV/nucleon and angular momentum
leading to quasi-fission do satisfy this condition.all the way from the con-act to
scission point excluding short time intervals spent near the contact point (when
neck fills in) and during separation (when waist develops).

The quasifission reactions discovered in [1] are now studied by measuring the neutrons
[2] and light charged particles [3] emitted from the composite system on its way from
the contact point to the scission point. The duration times of these reactions and their
macroscopic properties (such as shape parameters, temperature and angular velocity of the
composite system) are deduced from particle energy spectra by the statisticaJ evaporation
model for deformed nuclei [4, 5, 6].

The statistical model of particle emission is applicable if the composite system finds
itself in the so called conditional thermal equilibrium. It differs from the absolute thermal
equilibrium in that respect that one is looking for the maximum of entropy S under
condition that a certain collective coordinate of the system, Q, is fixed. This fixation is
needed to keep the system out of the spherical shape. By changing Q one then gets a
sequence of the conditional equilibrium states which we call the quasistatic path.

In practical terms the quasi-fission reactions are described by one-body dissipation
model of heavy ion collisions [7] implemented in the code HICOL. As seen from the Fermi
gas formula S = 2^/a(E — Edej), instead of maximizing S one can look for the conditional
minimum of the deformation energy £<&/. The latter can be calculated in the framework
of the extended Thomas-Fermi model of non-spherical nuclei [8]. With this two models
we will examine in the present report (with one particular system) whether the dynamic
trajectory follows the quasistatic path. •

To facilitate this comparison we use the space made of the center-to-center of mass
distance Dmm and the neck radius parameter Rnedc For axially and mass-symmetric
nuclei these quantities are given by '

zp(r,z)rdrdz (1)

(2)

where r = y/x2 +'y2 with x,y,z being the cartesian coordinates, p(r,z) is th«, density
distributicn of nuclear matter normalized to A, oo is the constant density of a sphere
whose radius is equal to the m.s.r. radius of the density distribution />(r, z). Rneck defined
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above gives the radius of a very thm disk with density po containing the same ntimber of
particles as a slice of same thickness cut out from the density distribution p(r, z) at z ss 0
by two planes perpendicular to the symmetry axis z.

In HICOL the approximation of constant density is used and the profile function y{z) of
the composite system is parameterized by two spheres smoothly connected by the second
order curve (Blocki 1980 [9])

( Rl-(z + tf for -Rx-i<z<-Zl
y\z) = I a + $z2 for - zx < z < zx (3)

( R\ - (z - §)* for zx < z < f + R,

All the parameters Ri, a, 0, z\ depend on the two collective degrees of freedom s and
•IT, where

3 = distance between two sphere centers (4)

is a measure of the neck and of the deformation, Vo is the total volume of the shape. For
instance, from (5) we obtain

' (6)

where Ro is the radius of a spherical nucleus of volume Vo.
If we equate the values of y(z) and its derivative on both sides of z — z\ in the

immediate neighborhood of this point this generates two equations which contain a and
j3. Having solved these we get

Equating the total volume of the shape generated by y(z) to Vo and using (7),(8) we
obtain an equation for z\ with the following solution

zi = ^VT=TG (9)

where « . ' „ . .
• 3 2 1+cr s

The explicit expression for Dmm in terms of s and <r is obtained from eq-ns (1) and (3)

3 ( a4 1 A 1
„ J ^ _ ["/I _ /- \̂3/2 i ] J. io^O 2 J. —a/?3 J. f?4 I fill

The value of i?Lcjt coincides with y2(0) and as follows from (3) is equal to a. So using
eq-ns (7) and (9) we obtain

j( • • . (12)
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Now we compare the dynamic trajectory with the quasistatic one for quasifisjion re-
action following the ^Ni +100Mo collision at the beam energy £=600 MeV and angular
momentum J = 85 U.

In Fig.l we show the sequence of the densities of conditional equilibrium which mini-
mize the Extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) energy functional SkM* with imposing a given
value of the quadrupole moment Q [8]

= ^r / (13)

Imposed over ETF densities in-Fig.1 are the Blocki profiles with s and a obtained from
eq-ns (11), (12) with Dmm and R^k calculated for ETF density distrioutions from (1),
(2). One concludes that even at very large.deformations with clearly expiessed waist the
Blocki line is close to the ~pa - line of the ETF density distribution.

The time evolution of the composite system found from HICOL is shown in Fig.2. The
first stage (when neck fills in) takes about 0.2, the mononucleus lives abou* 30 and the
scission stage lasts about 5 units of 10~21 sec.

The dynamic and quasistatic trajectories in the (Dmm, RnfiCk) space are compared in
Fig.3. The spherical shape is shown by a cross. Near the contact point the dynamic
path entirely differs from the quasists ;c one. But later it joins the quasistatic path and
follows it all the way to the scission point. On approach to this point, however, the
dynamic trajectory starts to progressively deviate from the quasistatic one.

The deformation energy along the common part of the dynamic and quasistatic tra-
jectories is shown in Fig.4. Deformed-to-spherical moment of inertia ratio is used to
characterize the sequence of shapes. The difference in E^ef for the two paths is related to
the fact that the dynamical calculation involves the Yukaw^-plus-exponential forces and
that in the ETF we varied the whole density rather than ju~t the nuclear profile.

Lower ETF deformation energies will result in larger thermal energies E — S&f leading
to higher particle multiplicities. The deviation of the system's trajectory from quasistatic
path makes suspicious the application of particle evaporation model in the vicinity of
contact and scission configurations.
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Figure Captions
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Fig.l. Solid lines represent the density of ieoYb (in units of />o) ca?culated by.the ETF
method and dashed lines represent the Blocki profiles with the parameters s and <r cal-
culated in terms of Dmm and Rneek for the corresponding density distribution.

Fig.2. Time evolution of the wNi +100Mo system /rom code HICOL at E = 600 MeV,

Fig.3. Dynamic and quasistatic paths of the ^Ni +100Mo are shown by solid and dashed
lines, respectively. ' •

Fig.4. Deformation energies of 160Yb as a function of tlie ratio of deformed nucleus mo-
ment of inertia to the spherical nucleus moment of inertia. Solid line is calculated with
the finite range liquid drop model (FRM) based on the Yukawa^plus-exponeniial nucleon-
nucleon potential. Dashed line represents the extented TLomas-Fermi deformation energy
for SkM* potential. •
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